Introduction
The practice of developmental biology is much like re-reading a good book. Even when the ending is well known, much can be learned from exploring the plot twists and character development that bring it about. The tendency to see developmental events as being inevitably directed toward fixed, predetermined ends is deeply ingrained in developmental biology, a habit that is understandable, given the remarkable abilities of embryos to come out normally after drastic manipulations. ''Embryonic regulation'' has fascinated scientists since the 19 th century, when Driesch derived normally patterned sea urchin larvae from single embryo blastomeres. Extending this concept to genetic, as opposed to surgical, manipulation is Waddington's notion of canalization, the idea that the normal phenotype has been selected to be especially insensitive to genetic variation. In the modern developmental biology literature, terms like robustness and precision are finding increasing use. Robustness is the further generalization of canalization to include insensitivity to all kinds of perturbations, environmental and genetic. Precision-the magnitude of natural variation in developmental outcomes-is a measure of robustness with respect to natural perturbations (e.g., standing genetic variation, normal environmental fluctuations, and the randomness of biochemical processes).
The frequency and degree with which embryonic regulation, canalization, robustness, and precision are encountered in development raises many questions. Is there a common principle underlying all such phenomena? Are there conserved mechanisms? Can we explain how (and why) such processes evolved? These questions have, of course, been around for a very long time. What's new these days is an influx of ideas and concepts from methodologies outside of traditional biology, including control theory, information theory, and network analysis. These methods are being applied to biological systems with the aim of elucidating underlying ''design principles,'' a goal well suited to the investigation of processes that must achieve desired ends. This Review focuses on current progress in understanding developmental control and the influence that systems biology is having on such work. Studies on a variety of animal species (Figure 1 ) are discussed below; however, it should be noted that systems biology approaches to plant morphogenesis are also currently bearing (if the pun may be forgiven) considerable fruit (e.g., Jiao and Meyerowitz, 2010; Sahlin et al., 2011) .
Complexity, Performance, and Control A complex system can be defined as any system in which large enough numbers of elements interact in simple ways to produce nonobvious behavior. There are two types of such systems: those that are complex by chance, and those that are complex by necessity. The former are often studied by physicists and typically involve situations in which orderly properties of matter at one level of description emerge out of collective chaos at lower ones. Such emergent properties are often summarized in terms of physical laws like the Universal Gas Law or Fick's Laws of Diffusion.
The second type of complex system is encountered by engineers, who design systems to meet specific performance objectives. When engineered systems are dynamic (changing in time), and the performance goals require control (steering behavior toward desired goals), the numbers and types of interacting components can quickly reach the point at which system behavior is sufficiently nonobvious that sophisticated mathematics or computer simulation is required to understand and predict it.
There is clearly a strong affinity between this second type of complexity-deriving from dynamics and control-and the picture developmental biologists have of embryos: dynamic, yet reliably achieving prespecified ends. Indeed, more than 60 years ago, developmental biologists were already suggesting that ''the complex engineering performances of technology are a much more pertinent model of the nature of morphogenesis than are the more elementary phenomena dealt with in basic physics and chemistry'' (Weiss, 1950 ). Yet in those days, conditions were not right for exploiting the natural affinity between engineering and morphogenesis. As we shall see, there are essentially two types of engineering: forward engineering, which involves knowing a set of performance objectives and building a system that fulfills them, and reverse engineering, which involves knowing how a system is built and inferring the performance objectives that necessitated it being built that way. Throughout most of the 20 th century, developmental biologists
were not ready to do either. Now they are increasingly doing both.
Forward Engineering Pattern
If we understand ''performance objectives'' in biology as corresponding to whatever natural selection selects for-i.e., what evolutionary biologists call ''fitness''-then we see that one problem with forward engineering is that biologists rarely have a thorough understanding of what contributes to fitness (except perhaps for unicellular organisms in simple environments). Moreover, even if the performance objectives that drove the evolution of an individual biological system were known, there is no guarantee that a forward engineering approach would come up with the same solution as nature. Ask an engineer to build a bridge, and it may not look like any other bridge. This point is illustrated by the history of Turing patterns in developmental biology. The name Turing pattern derives from Alan Turing's seminal paper, which also introduced the word morphogen (Turing, 1952) . It describes a solution to the general problem of creating repeating patterns in space. Through further elaboration of Turing's work (Gierer and Meinhardt, 1972; Meinhardt and Gierer, 2000) , we know that such patterns tend to arise in systems of spatially arrayed, equivalent components (e.g., cells) when they produce both ''activating'' and ''inhibiting'' signals that spread at different rates. Depending upon the details, steady states may be reached in which peaks and troughs of signal production occur in repeated patterns of spots or stripes (Figure 2A ). Turing patterns exemplify a class of mechanisms The figure compares some of the experimental systems, discussed in this Review, that are being used to study developmental regulation, canalization, robustness, and precision. The Drosophila wing imaginal disc (A) is an excellent model for both pattern formation (through the action of long-range morphogens, such as Hedgehog, Decaptentaplegic [Dpp] , and Wingless) and growth control. The wing disc demonstrates both scaling of pattern to size and scaling of size to pattern. The early Xenopus embryo (B) provides an excellent system for studying pattern formation in the absence of growth, as well as the scaling of pattern to size. Pattern formation has been extensively studied along the anteroposterior axis (C) and the dorsoventral axis (D) of the Drosophila embryo. Anteroposterior patterning is initiated by the transcription factor Bicoid, which acts as a long-range morphogen within the cytoplasm of the syncytial early embryo, controlling a cascade of long-range and self-organizing events that segment the embryo into specific regions (stripes). Dorsoventral patterning utilizes the long-range morphogen Dpp to trigger, among other things, a self-organizing process at the dorsal midline. Self-organization also characterizes the mechanism by which narrow, straight veins are positioned on the Drosophila wing (E) during the pupal stage. The development of pigment stripes in teleost fish, such as the zebrafish (F), provides another opportunity to investigate self-organizing patterns, especially in the context of regeneration, the experimental investigation of which has shed new light on mechanism. Mammalian brain (G) and muscle (H) are good models of organ size control; in the case of muscle, genetic studies have revealed a critical role for feedback from chalones. Feedback regulation of growth has long been known about through studies on regeneration of the mammalian liver (I). More recently, studies in the mouse olfactory epithelium (J) have shed light on mechanisms underlying feedback control of both size and regenerative speed. Analogous mechanisms appear to be at work in mammalian hematopoiesis (K). Other excellent experimental systems, not shown here, include the early vertebrate spinal cord and hindbrain (pattern formation); vertebrate limb buds (pattern formation, growth control); vertebrate and invertebrate retinas (growth control); and plant shoot apical meristems (pattern formation). Figure 1J courtesy of Kim Gokoffski and Anne Calof.
termed ''self-organizing'' because the location and spacing of elements emerge out of local interactions, and not through instructions that come from elsewhere.
Initial hopes that Turing processes would provide a simple explanation for all the periodic patterns of development-from skin markings to seashell patterns to embryonic segmentation-have not been realized. Particularly with respect to early, high-precision events, such as the specification of embryonic segments, 30 years of intensive experimental genetics has failed to produce simple, diffusible activator/inhibitor pairs for such cases. Instead, such work has tended to support the view that pattern is organized by morphogens that form long-range gradients from which cells learn their positions. Such systems are boundary organized ( Figure 2B ), meaning that positional information is encoded in one or more boundaries, with morphogens passively conveying that information across a field of cells. Interest in self-organizing patterns is, however, very much on the rise today, partly because of recent evidence for the involvement of Turing processes in left-right axis specification, skeletal patterning in the vertebrate limb, the patterning of mammalian and avian ectodermal organs, skin pigmentation patterns, branching morphogenesis in the lung, and hydra head regeneration (reviewed by Kondo and Miura, 2010) .
Recent work on skin pigmentation patterns in fish (Yamaguchi et al., 2007) has been particularly instructive because it takes advantage of the fact that self-organizing mechanisms are inherently regulative, i.e., they can locally repair themselves. Moreover, the precise way in which pigment stripes respond to surgical manipulation in the fish is strongly indicative of a Turing process. As we shall see later, the regulative nature of self-organizing pattern can both help and hinder robust patterning, a fact that may explain why boundary-organized mechanisms are also needed in pattern formation.
Work on fish pigmentation patterns also emphasizes the fact that the creation of Turing patterns does not necessarily require secreted, diffusible activators and inhibitors (Kondo and Miura, 2010) . The Turing process is a mathematical abstraction that invokes the production and destruction of interacting, moving signals. No restrictions are imposed on the molecular details of the signals, how they move, or how they interact. It is possible that the true prevalence of Turing patterns in development has been underestimated because biologists have been too focused on looking for particular kinds of molecules, rather than general design principles. From this we can see both the strength and weakness of the forward engineering approach in biology: it provides a direct route to design principles, but it cannot tell us how those principles are implemented in real biological systems.
Reverse Engineering Growth
The classic definition of a reverse engineer is the industrial spy who, using only stolen blueprints, figures out what a competitor's product does. Unlike forward engineering, which progresses from performance objectives to design, reverse engineering starts with design and seeks to learn performance objectives. To do this, the engineer must either use pre-existing knowledge of design principles or use modeling and/or simulation to explore the sorts of behaviors a system is capable of, in the hope of recognizing performance that might be useful or desirable.
Reverse engineering requires extensive knowledge of a system's ''wiring diagram,'' which is one reason why opportunities to do it were rare in biology until the advent of comprehensive data-gathering methodologies such as genomics, proteomics, saturation mutagenesis, et cetera. Yet this is only half the reason why reverse engineering is such a prominent activity in systems biology. The other is that the goal of reverse engineering-to learn performance objectives-fills in just the kind of information that traditional molecular genetics cannot: what the components of a system are for, as opposed to merely what they do. The more massive the biological system, the more important such insight is.
Among the processes that systems biologists have reverse engineered are metabolism, cell-cycle control, stress responses, and bacterial chemotaxis (Alon et al., 1999; Csikasz-Nagy et al., 2008; Khammash, 2008; Sauro and Kholodenko, 2004) . The first explicit attempts to reverse engineer complex developmental systems date to Odell's work on the network of signaling and The performance objectives of patterning systems include both controlling the locations of events relative to each other and controlling them relative to prespecified landmarks. Turing patterns are one example of self-organizing patterns (A). Repeated patterns form spontaneously and exhibit spacings that depend primarily upon the details of local signal activation, inhibition, and spread, with relatively little influence from events outside the system. In contrast, long-range morphogen gradients typify boundary-driven organization (B). They inform cells of their location relative to fixed landmarks. In both cases, morphogens establish a characteristic ''length scale'' or ''wavelength.'' In the first case (A), pattern is a direct reflection of that scale, such that elements (spots or stripes) occur once per length scale. In the second case (B), the length scale simply determines how gradually ''positional information'' decays over space; where pattern elements occur (blue, red, green blocks) depends upon how cells interpret the positional information they receive. gene regulation that establishes segment polarity in the Drosophila embryo, and on Notch signaling in insect neurogenesis (Meir et al., 2002; von Dassow et al., 2000) . In both cases, it was proposed that system design was influenced by a need for robustness to parameter uncertainty and internal noise. This work has been followed by many studies from other groups exploring ways in which other known mechanisms of pattern formation can also be robust (reviewed by Barkai and Shilo, 2009; Eldar et al., 2004; Lander et al., 2009b) .
Patterning is only one of two fundamental processes in morphogenesis, the other being growth. As growth is often a consequence of cell proliferation, this Review equates growth control with control of proliferation, aware, of course, that proliferation can occur without growth (e.g., in early embryos) or with much delayed growth. That growth is under tight control is supported by the precision observed in the sizes of organisms and their parts. For example, when genetic variability is controlled for, adult mouse brains vary only about 5% in size and cell number (Williams, 2000) . For bilaterally symmetric organs (such as limbs), left-to-right variance in size is similarly very small (Wolpert, 2010) .
Such precision is impressive in light of the fact that proliferation, being an exponential process, compounds its errors. A mere 2% decrease in cell-cycle length will, over 30 cell cycles, cause a >50% increase in the size of a growing population. It is unlikely that the necessary cell-cycle precision to achieve normal organ and body size control can be achieved without some sort of feedback process. Indeed, the idea that negative feedback is involved in organ size control received early support from studies of liver regeneration and from in vitro studies showing that many cell types produce substances that suppress their own proliferation (reviewed by Elgjo and Reichelt, 2004) . Work on such substances, chalones, did not significantly take off until the late 1990s, when it was found that mice deficient in the TGF-b family member GDF8 (myostatin) produced an excess of skeletal muscle. GDF8 is made by muscle and acts on muscle progenitors, thus fulfilling the requirements of a chalone. Subsequently, GDF11, a close homolog of GDF8, was found to exhibit analogous effects in a self-renewing neural tissue, the mouse olfactory epithelium (Wu et al., 2003) . Other molecules have recently been suggested to act as chalones in a variety of tissues (reviewed by Lander et al., 2009a) .
The basic chalone model-in which chalones slow the proliferation of progenitors by an amount directly related to organ or tissue size-is too generic for reverse engineering. What's needed is an actual wiring diagram of how such feedback is implemented in a real organ. Progress toward this end was made in studies of the olfactory epithelium, where progenitors pass through distinct lineage stages and GDF11 acts only at a very specific stage to influence the behavior of an apparent transitamplifying cell located between a stem cell and a differentiated neuron (Wu et al., 2003) . It was subsequently found that activin B, another TGF-b family member, is also expressed in the olfactory epithelium and also has a negative effect on proliferation but acts uniquely on the stem cell stage, and not the transit-amplifying cell. Reverse engineering of this system (Lander et al., 2009a) entailed mathematically exploring what performance objectives could potentially be met by a multiplicity of progenitor cell stages, a multiplicity of feedback factors, and the specificity of factors for single lineage stages.
This analysis produced several useful results, and one of the most important was negative: A chalone that acts by slowing the divisions of an intermediate cell in the lineage of a self-renewing tissue should not be able to have any effect on steady-state tissue size. This suggested that the mechanism of action of GDF11, which targets just such a lineage stage, must involve more than just suppressing cell divisions. This in turn led to experiments showing that GDF11 also controls the renewal probability of its target cell, i.e., the probability that the target cell's progeny remain of the same type instead of progressing to the next lineage stage (Lander et al., 2009a) .
Once this additional mechanism was taken into account, calculations showed that not only could GDF11 influence the tissue's steady state, it could control it with near-perfect robustness. For instance, the steady state became robust to cell-cycle speeds, initial numbers of stem cells, and rates of cell death. Moreover, this feedback arrangement also creates a mechanism for triggering extremely rapid regeneration after injury. However, both performance objectives could not be met under the same conditions, unless additional feedback (in this case from activin) onto the stem cell was also included. Thus, reverse engineering suggests that the detailed interaction of lineage, feedback, and regulation of self-renewal found in the olfactory epithelium constitutes a system for simultaneous robust size control and rapid regeneration (Lander et al., 2009b; Lo et al., 2009 ).
The Value of Integral Feedback
Around the same time as the above studies on the olfactory epithelium, two groups independently concluded that feedback control of cell number in hematopoiesis also occurs primarily through the regulation of self-renewal, i.e., through control of lineage progression, as opposed to control of cell-cycle speed. In one case, the conclusion was supported by the dynamics of regenerative responses following bone marrow transplantation (Marciniak-Czochra et al., 2009 ). The other (Kirouac et al., 2009 ) derived the result from a combination of model exploration (a systematic approach to reverse engineering) and model fitting (using computational algorithms to extract parameter values from in vitro and in vivo data).
The evidence that feedback specifically targets progenitor self-renewal in multiple systems suggests that there is some generically useful feature associated with this mechanism. Indeed, inspection shows that it is a straightforward implementation of an engineering strategy known as integral feedback control. Essentially, integral feedback control describes the strategy of feeding back into a system a signal that is proportional to the time integral of the difference between the system's current behavior and its desired behavior ( Figure 3 ). Integral control is observed in other biological systems (such as bacterial chemotaxis) ( Figure 3A ) and appears to be generically essential whenever feedback must maintain a desired output exactly (set-point control); this explains why it can robustly maintain self-renewing tissues at a predetermined size. In contrast, feedback regulation of the rate of progenitor progression through the cell cycle amounts to what engineers call proportional control (feedback regulation of cell death also amounts to proportional control). Although proportional control can provide some compensation for disturbances, it generically does not restore a perturbed system to a set-point.
The same integral control mechanism that achieves robust maintenance of a steady state in constantly renewing lineages, as in the olfactory epithelium or in hematopoiesis, can also provide for robust final size specification in nonrenewing tissues such as the brain. Consistent with this, the pattern of gradual progenitor pool expansion, contraction, and extinction that occurs in the developing brain closely follows the expected consequences of negative feedback control of progenitor selfrenewal (Lander et al., 2009a) . Indeed, measurements of progenitor self-renewal probabilities in the cerebral cortex show just the predicted steady decline that negative feedback control should produce (Nowakowski et al., 2002 ).
Precisely what negative feedback factors are responsible for such behavior in the brain remains unknown. Factors such as GDF8, GDF11, and activin are present in many locations throughout the nervous system. In the retina, however, loss of gdf11 leads not to a change in tissue size but to marked alterations in the proportions of neuronal cell types produced, with some expanding at the expense of others (Kim et al., 2005) . In the neural retina, a single progenitor cell type is thought to give rise to all the differentiated cells, suggesting that GDF11's effects extend not just to whether progenitor cells renew or differentiate but also to their choice of what cell type to differentiate into.
The Range of Control
Notwithstanding their likely importance in regulating tissue growth and cellular composition, secreted negative feedback factors can, at best, be only part of the picture. Notch signaling, for example, also influences cell proliferation and controls the fate choices of progenitors (Artavanis-Tsakonas et al., 1999) . Through lateral inhibition, Notch can ensure that precisely one progenitor can arise within a particular region of space, a sort of short-range set-point control. At the opposite extreme of range of action are circulating feedback inhibitors, which parabiosis experiments long ago implicated in liver size control (Moolten and Bucher, 1967) .
Indeed, every use of feedback for control in development has a characteristic spatial range. For example, secreted polypeptide growth factors (e.g., chalones) are thought to act within epithelial tissues at ranges up to a few hundred microns, due to the depleting effects of receptor-mediated uptake (e.g., Lander et al., 2009a; Shvartsman et al., 2001) . How could such molecules integrate size information over the much larger scale of macroscopic organs? One possibility is that they act at an early stage of development, when dimensions are smaller. As organ growth proceeds, the control provided by feedback would become more and more locally autonomous. This would still allow for an accurate global response to perturbations that affect all locations equally (e.g., genetic variability, changes in body temperature, nutritional status), but not to local disruptions (e.g., physical damage to a part of the growing tissue would not elicit compensatory growth elsewhere). This seems a good framework for thinking about the specification of limb size, which is remarkably precise yet created out of the actions of parts that exhibit considerable growth autonomy (discussed by Pan, 2007; Wolpert, 2010) . Such observations do not imply that growth control is achieved without global feedback, but simply that global feedback may occur early (e.g., in the limb bud instead of in the limb). This makes an important general point about developmental precision: the machinery for control is needed only at times when relevant perturbations tend to happen.
One possible solution to control growth on many spatial scales is to combine strategies. This seems to happen in the olfactory epithelium because tissue size along the apicobasal dimension of the epithelium (<100 mm in thickness) is highly sensitive to mutations that alter GDF11 expression or function, but lateral expansion of the epithelium into surrounding connective tissue (over many millimeters) is less sensitive (Kawauchi et al., 2009 ). 
. Versatility of Integral Feedback Control
Integral feedback is particularly useful for achieving set-point control, in which a system achieves a prespecified steady-state behavior independent of external (and often many internal) perturbations. The essence of integral control is to feed back a signal that reflects the time integral of error (the difference between the actual and desired states of the system). Biological systems often use this type of control to achieve robust, perfect adaptation, i.e., to return to a zero-activity state even after sustained perturbations. For example, in bacterial chemotaxis (A), integral feedback adaptively modulates signaling to maximize sensitivity to changes in chemoattractant levels (Alon et al., 1999; Yi et al., 2000) . Integral feedback in the control of cell growth has been described for two distinct systems. Production of chalones, such as GDF11, by differentiated cells in the olfactory epithelium inhibits progenitor self-renewal (B), providing a feedback signal that increases (decreases) in time as long as the probability of progenitor cell renewal is greater (lesser) than 50% (Lander et al., 2009a) . Mechanical compression within the Drosophila wing disc increases with disc size (C), potentially providing a growth inhibitory signal that increases in time as long as cells are proliferating (Shraiman, 2005) . Integral feedback can also be used to make a morphogen gradient scale to fit the territory between its source of production and a distant boundary (D). In this case, the morphogen inhibits the production of a molecule that acts at long range to expand the range (length scale) of the morphogen (Ben-Zvi and Barkai, 2010) . In such a scenario, buildup of the expander over time provides a time-integrated error signal, which only vanishes when the morphogen gradient expands all the way to the distant boundary.
So far, molecular mechanisms controlling planar expansion have been little explored in this tissue, although there are reasons to suspect that regulation of fibroblast growth factor activity is involved (Kawauchi et al., 2005) .
One tissue that has been the focus of a great deal of experimental work on epithelial planar expansion is the Drosophila larval wing imaginal disc. Growth of the wing disc is influenced by signals on multiple length scales (Edgar, 2006; Martin-Castellanos and Edgar, 2002; Nijhout and Grunert, 2010; Schwank and Basler, 2010)-cell-to-cell, compartment-wide, disc-wide, and humoral (hormonal) . Recent theoretical and experimental work (Aegerter-Wilmsen et al., 2007 , 2010 Hufnagel et al., 2007; Nienhaus et al., 2009) suggests that disc-wide coordination may be mediated, at least in part, by mechanical feedback (the length scale of which can be very long, depending upon the viscoelastic properties of the tissue). The influence of mechanical effects (tension, compression) on cell growth is well established for mammalian cells (Mammoto and Ingber, 2009 ). In the wing disc, it has been pointed out that such mechanical effects create an opportunity for disc-wide integral feedback control (Shraiman, 2005) ( Figure 3C ).
The wing disc has also been instrumental in shedding light on the role of the Hippo signaling pathway (also known as the Salvador/Warts/Merlin pathway) in growth control. The molecular details of the Hippo pathway, although still emerging, have been reviewed elsewhere (e.g., Buttitta and Edgar, 2007; Grusche et al., 2010b; Halder and Johnson, 2011; Pan, 2007; Reddy and Irvine, 2008) and will not be reiterated, except to say that a major source of input into the pathway is the cell-surface protocadherin Fat, and the major intracellular target of Hippo signaling seems to be the growth-stimulating transcriptional coactivator Yorkie (Yki; the vertebrate homolog of YAP), which Hippo signaling inactivates. Precisely what the crucial targets of Yki are is unknown, but recent studies suggest that, like GDF11, its functions include the regulation of self-renewal, and not just the rate at which cells traverse the cell cycle (Halder and Johnson, 2011) .
As with Notch signaling, the fact that the Hippo pathway is activated by cell-surface ligands and receptors (the only known ligand for Fat is Dachsous, also a cell-surface protocadherin) suggests a one-cell range of action. Indeed, recent work suggests that the Fat pathway is central in mediating the wellknown in vitro phenomenon of ''contact inhibition of cell growth'' (Zhao et al., 2007) , an example of growth control with a spatial scale of the single cell. Recent studies also find the Hippo pathway to be essential for compensatory cell proliferation after injury, a form of local regenerative response. Interestingly, genetic studies aimed at identifying major determinants of organ size have, in both vertebrates and invertebrates, consistently implicated the Hippo pathway-far more so than the pathways controlled by classical, diffusible growth factors (reviewed by Halder and Johnson, 2011; Pan, 2007) . This suggests that the spatial range of Hippo signaling may, sometimes, be quite large. Several mechanisms have emerged for how that might be achieved.
First, Yki activation has been shown, in the Drosophila midgut, to lead to the production of diffusible growth factors and cytokines that stimulate proliferation in neighboring cells (Ren et al., 2010; Staley and Irvine, 2010) . Second, it appears that Yki can be strongly activated by a spatial bias in the occupancy of Fat on one side of a cell versus another, and that such bias can be propagated from cell to cell, in a fashion similar to the way in which cell polarity is propagated from cell to cell by the planar cell polarity pathway (with which the Fat/Hippo pathway shares some components) (Reddy and Irvine, 2008) . In addition to evidence that Hippo signaling can act over ranges of several cells, there is evidence that diffusible cues-including bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) (Rogulja et al., 2008) and factors that activate Jun kinase (Sun and Irvine, 2011 )-also act as direct inputs into the regulation of Yki activity. Together these data suggest that Hippo signaling may integrate and produce both short-and long-range signals.
Scaling: Matching Pattern to Growth
From the earliest days of embryology, it has been clear that the remarkable robustness of pattern formation is primarily manifest at the level of relative, not absolute, pattern (i.e., the locations of pattern elements relative to size of the tissue being patterned). Thus, the patterns that arise in sea urchin embryos derived from isolated blastomeres, or frogs derived from half-embryos, are only normal in proportion to an abnormal size.
The need for patterning that automatically scales to tissue or body size arises from the fact that growth control mechanisms are both robust and adaptive, i.e., given constant genetic and environmental conditions, they robustly specify size set-points, but those set-points are themselves influenced by other factors (e.g., nutrition, temperature, genetics, timing). A good example of adaptable scaling can be found in the Dpp gradient of the Drosophila wing disc, which displays a roughly constant absolute shape throughout the period of normal disc growth (Hufnagel et al., 2007) , yet it strongly scales in response to experimental manipulations that increase or decrease disc size (Teleman and Cohen, 2000) . These observations suggest that there is a scaling set-point, but it varies with developmental stage.
Developmental biologists have long sought to identify mechanisms responsible for automatic scaling. Indeed, much early enthusiasm for Wolpert's original model of morphogens as molecules produced at a source and degraded at a distant sink (Wolpert, 1969) stemmed from the automatic scaling that such an arrangement achieves (because the morphogen profile is a straight line from source to sink; changes in the location of the sink shift all threshold locations proportionally). As it happens, virtually no known morphogen gradients are made by this source-sink mechanism, as the requirement that morphogens be sensed by cells usually ensures that they are degraded throughout their field of action, rather than just at one end. Because such gradients do not scale automatically, various attempts have been made to find strategies to make them do so.
One approach has been to postulate the existence of two morphogens at opposite ends of a field of cells, with the stipulation that cells take their positional cues from the ratio of the levels of the two molecules. This situation, which typically requires substantial fine-tuning of parameters, was recently analyzed for exponentially shaped morphogen gradients (McHale et al., 2006) and extended to gradients of more general shape (BenZvi and Barkai, 2010) . Such models essentially replace the sink effect in Wolpert's original model with an independent positional cue that serves the same purpose. In either case, scaling occurs because the behavior of the system everywhere becomes coupled to what happens at both of its boundaries. Such coupling need not be direct. For example, because the rate of spatial decay of a morphogen diffusing within an epithelium depends on the apicobasal dimensions of cells (which influence the rate of morphogen leakage through the basement membrane), it follows that scaling of a morphogen gradient can also be achieved by coupling increases in the planar dimensions of an epithelial sheet to increases in the apicobasal dimensions of its cells (Lander et al., 2011) . Indeed, the apicobasal lengths of cells of insect imaginal discs do increase in parallel with the growth of discs as a whole.
An intriguing class of strategies for scaling was recently identified as a result of efforts to reverse engineer dorsoventral (D-V) axis specification in vertebrate embryos. In early embryos, the specification of cell fate depends on a nonuniform pattern of BMP signaling along the D-V axis. Based on work in amphibians and fish, as well as extrapolated findings from the homologous patterning process in insects, it is believed that BMP signaling occurs in a steep ventral-to-dorsal gradient due to the combined effect of initial expression of BMPs (e.g., Bmp 2, 4, and 7) on the ventral side and a process of facilitated ventral-ward transport mediated by the BMP-binding protein chordin (which is produced dorsally, in the Spemann organizer). Curiously, an additional BMP ligand, known as Admp, is also produced on the dorsal side of both fish and frog embryos, and its expression is inhibited by BMP signaling. The fact that a BMP ligand is expressed on the opposite side of the embryo from where BMP signaling is needed, combined with the fact that the expression of this ligand is sensitive to the signaling pathway that is least active at the location where it is expressed, strongly suggested that the performance objectives of the D-V specification system involve more than just elaborating a simple morphogen gradient.
This insight led to the discovery that Admp is required for scaling the BMP gradient to the size of the embryo (Reversade and De Robertis, 2005) . Such scaling is evident in the behaviors of surgically manipulated embryos, as well as in normal embryoto-embryo variation. Subsequently a mathematical model was developed to explain how such scaling works (Ben-Zvi et al., 2008) . More recently, a general design principle, termed expansion-repression control, was extracted from this mechanism. This principle can be invoked whenever graded morphogen signaling inhibits a process that would otherwise lead to runaway expansion of the morphogen gradient itself ( Figure 3D ). If the expander has a long range of action, then only when its expression is driven nearly to zero can the morphogen gradient reach a steady state. This will occur only when the morphogen gradient has expanded essentially to the edge of the field capable of making the expander, i.e., when the morphogen gradient fills the tissue it is patterning. In the case of the amphibian embryo, Admp plays the role of expander, and facilitated transport through the actions of chordin ensures that Admp acts over a long range.
This scaling mechanism is an example of integral feedback control ( Figure 3D ) (Ben-Zvi and Barkai, 2010) . Because the expander is assumed to be long-lived, its levels reflect the time-integral of the error between where the morphogen gradient is and where it needs to be. Only when the error is driven essentially to zero is a steady state achieved. By uncovering such a general engineering strategy in this mechanism, the authors achieve several important ends. First, they gain the ability to assert that, even if their detailed, explicit model of amphibian D-V scaling (Ben-Zvi et al., 2008 ) is inaccurate in its specifics (as some have argued; Francois et al., 2009) , it is likely to be correct in its general outlines. (To quote a phrase popular among systems biologists, ''all models are wrong; some are useful.' ' Box, 1979 .) Second, they gain the ability to enumerate other classes of mechanisms that are mathematically equivalent, even if mechanistically dissimilar.
For example, they show that gradient expansion can be mediated not only by a secondary morphogen (like Admp) but by any substance that regulates transport of a morphogen, including a diffusible inhibitor that also protects a morphogen from receptor-mediated capture. Interestingly, it was recently found that the secreted protein Pentagone, which is negatively regulated by the BMP-related morphogen Decapentaplegic (Dpp) in the Drosophila wing disc, is a potent expander of the Dpp gradient (Vuilleumier et al., 2010) , consistent with a role in the known ability of the Dpp gradient to scale in response to experimental alterations in disc size (Teleman and Cohen, 2000) . It has also been found that secreted Frizzled-related proteins, which are competitive inhibitors of Wnt-receptor interaction, act as expanders of Wnt gradients (Mii and Taira, 2009 ) and during early amphibian embryogenesis are expressed in patterns consistent with negative regulation by Wnts. Although it remains to be tested whether any of these mechanisms is truly involved in the scaling of morphogen systems, the above discussion illustrates how the systematic reverse engineering of a complicated biological system can lead to the generation of novel, testable hypotheses.
The Management of Noise A major contribution of systems biology has been to increase awareness of the roles played by noise in biological systems. Here, noise is defined as variations that originate in random or unpredictable molecular and cellular behaviors. Noise is not just microscopic fluctuation that averages out at the macroscopic level; it can be both a hindrance and a help to biological function. It can degrade precision, but it can also operate switches (Hasty et al., 2000) , sustain and synchronize oscillations (Lewis, 2003) , amplify signals (Paulsson et al., 2000) , or determine stem cell dynamics (Hoffmann et al., 2008) . The flow of noise through a network does not behave like the flow of substrates through a biochemical pathway. Noise can increase due to stochastic phenomena placed in series but can also decrease due to time integration (temporal filtering) as well as feedback and feedforward effects in which correlations in noise are exploited to produce destructive interference.
The noise that affects pattern formation can be both temporal and spatial. These distinct types of noise arise from the same processes, but the latter occurs when temporal fluctuations are independent from cell to cell. In general, noise has both a time scale (the time over which one would need to average to lower noise, at any given location, by a given fraction) and a length scale (the distance over which one would need to average to lower noise, at any given time, by a given fraction). Such averaging times and distances are not just a function of the amplitude of noise but also its structure, i.e., whether fluctuations occur independently in time (Poisson or shot noise) or space (no cell-to-cell coordination) or exhibit correlations (e.g., bursting and cell-to-cell cooperation). One of the biggest surprises in recent years has been the realization that the majority of gene expression in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes is subject to large-amplitude, slow-varying, high-burst noise (Raj et al., 2006) .
When morphogens provide positional information over long distances, one impact of noise is to limit the precision with which position can be specified (Figure 4) . The randomness of morphogen diffusion creates temporal noise at every location; this sets an integration time over which responding cells (or nuclei, in the case of the intracellular morphogen gradients of syncytial embryos) must sum up their measurements of morphogen concentration to adequately filter such noise. For the intracellular Bicoid gradient of the early Drosophila embryo, this limitation can be significant because nuclei erase their ''reading'' of the Bicoid level with every nuclear division (which occurs every 10-20 min). To combat this problem, it has been proposed that spatial averaging occurs, with nuclei influencing the readings made by their neighbors (Gregor et al., 2007) . This illustrates the point that both spatial and temporal strategies can effectively manage noise in tissue patterning.
For extracellular morphogens, signal integration times are likely much longer than for Bicoid, suggesting that local fluctuations in morphogen concentration may not be particularly important, especially when compared with another source of noise: receptors. Numbers of receptors will vary from cell to cell, and even among cells with identical numbers of receptors, receptor occupancy will vary due to the stochastic nature of binding and unbinding (Lauffenburger and Linderman, 1993) . Both gene expression noise and morphogen-receptor binding noise will tend to vary on slow time scales, set in one case by the characteristics of transcriptional and translational bursting and of mRNA and protein turnover, and in the other case by the rate of the turnover of bound receptors. Because the range over which a morphogen gradient spreads also depends upon the rate of morphogen uptake and turnover, it has been argued that, for morphogen gradients of typical biological length scales (50-200 mm), receptor binding noise will usually be too slow to remove by simple time averaging (Lander et al., 2009b) .
Noise and Tradeoffs
If the effects of noise on the precision of patterning are not easily removed by time averaging, how might they be overcome? Looking at this question from a forward engineering perspective sheds light not only on how performance drives the evolution of complex biological regulation but also on the importance of tradeoffs-the problem that controlling one aspect of performance often degrades another ( Figure 5) . To see this, it is important to recognize that the positional uncertainty created by noise in the interpretation of a morphogen gradient depends not only on the character of the noise but also on the length scale (steepness) of the gradient. This is because, in a steeper gradient, the distance over which cells can distinguish whether they are at one location or another is shorter.
Thus, one way to make a gradient more noise resistant is to make it steeper. Yet, from any given starting amplitude, making a gradient steeper shortens its range. In principle, increasing the starting amplitude of a morphogen gradient (i.e., producing more 
. Reducing Noise in Pattern Formation
In boundary-organized pattern formation, the ability of cells to form organized patterns depends upon the accuracy with which they can measure their positions within a morphogen gradient. Under idealized conditions (A), cells that autonomously adopt a new behavior at a particular threshold value of morphogen concentration will produce a sharp spatial border. In reality, reading a morphogen gradient is fraught with noise: variability in morphogen level, in gene expression, and in cell size, and the stochastic nature of biochemical processes will cause autonomously acting cells to produce ''saltand-pepper'' borders (B). Many sources of noise lead to fluctuations on a time scale too slow for cells to compensate simply by integrating signals over time. In principle, processes that enable cells to collaborate with their neighbors can also reduce the noisiness in morphogen gradient interpretation, producing smoother borders. Such collaboration can take many forms. For example, in (C), the noisy signal in panel B was used to drive the production of an activator in a Turing process (the activator induces its own longer-range inhibitor), the level of which was used as a source of positional information. Note the improved border sharpness. Analyses such as this suggest that the combined use of different modes of pattern organization (boundary-versus self-organized) can be useful in achieving robust patterning. morphogen) will extend its range, but this strategy is limited by another problem: receptor saturation. It turns out that significant saturation of receptors near the source of a morphogen gradient dramatically degrades robustness such that small changes in morphogen production rate (e.g., due to environmental or genetic variation) produce large changes in the shape of the gradient (Lander et al., 2009b) . The tradeoff between receptor saturation at one end of a morphogen gradient and noise at the other end is constrained by the biochemistry of ligand binding and the number of receptors per cell. Strategies for overcoming these constraints create additional problems. Increasing the number of receptors per cell increases morphogen capture but shortens the gradient. Upregulating morphogen destruction can produce arbitrary robustness to fluctuations in morphogen levels (Eldar et al., 2003) , but because it makes gradients shallower far from the morphogen source, it also ends up increasing the effect of noise on precision (Lander et al., 2009b) .
What forward engineering tells us is that performance goals related to precision, robustness, and pattern size can always be expected to interact with each other (e.g., Figure 5A ). It has recently been argued (Lander et al., 2009b ) that such tradeoffs offer a more plausible explanation for the relatively short distances (50-100 cells) (Wolpert, 1969) over which morphogens act than physical limitations on the speed at which morphogens spread (Crick, 1970) . With this in mind, we might try to reverse engineer some of the complex mechanisms observed in morphogen gradients, to determine whether any of them might help with these tradeoffs. For example, it has commonly been observed that extracellular morphogens accumulate in vesicular structures inside responding cells. If they continue to signal from such locations-as Dpp indeed does (Bokel et al., 2006) -it would allow cells to achieve signal integration over times much longer than those dictated by rates of morphogen capture (Aquino and Endres, 2010) . This explanation for intracellular morphogen accumulation provides an alternative to the still-controversial hypothesis that endocytosis plays an active role in morphogen transport.
Another interesting phenomenon, the ability of Hedgehog (Hh) signaling to reflect the ratio of bound to free receptors, rather than the number of bound receptors (Casali and Struhl, 2004) , might also serve as a noise-reduction strategy, as it automatically cancels out the effects of temporal fluctuations in receptor number.
Spatial Control of Noise
The fact that the spatial character of noise is ultimately what degrades precision in a morphogen gradient suggests that we should also be looking for noise-reduction strategies that are explicitly spatial. For example, in the Bicoid gradient system, the fact that the Bicoid target gene Hunchback (Hb) is itself a diffusible molecule allows the effects of fluctuations in Bicoid signaling at one nucleus to be averaged over many nuclei (Erdmann et al., 2009; Gregor et al., 2007; Okabe-Oho et al., 2009 ). The diffusivity of Hb improves precision by ironing out Bicoid fluctuations, but it also degrades precision by making the Hb boundary less steep, a tradeoff that leads to the prediction of a maximal effect at an optimal diffusivity (Erdmann et al., 2009) . The general strategy of using a morphogen gradient to trigger a secondary process that, because it involves diffusion, smoothes out spatial noise can also be seen in extracellular morphogen systems. For example, in the Drosophila wing disc, anteroposterior positional information is first provided by a Hh gradient, which acts at short range to induce the longer-range Figure 5 . Performance Tradeoffs and Morphogen Gradients (A) For simple morphogen gradients formed by diffusion with constant receptor-mediated uptake, the ability to achieve performance objectives (e.g., robustness to uncertainty in morphogen production rate; positional precision; and patterning range) is constrained by unintended side effects of performance-enhancing strategies, such as altering levels of morphogen and receptor expression or function. (B) These tradeoffs may be analyzed quantitatively, by calculating robustness and precision as a function of distance and gradient range. S x,v is the sensitivity of position to the rate of morphogen production; w is the size of the window of imprecision due to ligand-binding noise. The filled box shows the ''useful fraction'' of a morphogen gradient, where performance constraints on both S x,v and w are met. (C) Parameter space exploration suggests that there is some distance beyond which a simple morphogen gradient cannot simultaneously achieve robustness to morphogen synthesis rate, and positional precision, at any location. Useful fractions are plotted as a function of patterning range for various values of gradient length scale. Panels B and C are adapted from Lander et al. (2009b) .
Dpp gradient (Zecca et al., 1995) . Any short-range imprecision in the way cells interpret the Hh gradient will be smoothed out in the Dpp gradient.
Spatial averaging through diffusion need not involve induction of new morphogens. Induction of diffusible inhibitors or coregulators can have a similar effect. Indeed, recent work in the Drosophila wing disc indicates that signaling by the Wg gradient may induce the production of at least two types of diffusible inhibitors (Piddini and Vincent, 2009) .
A particularly powerful strategy for overcoming spatial noise is the use of what might be called ''triggered self-organization.'' In the developmental biology literature, self-organizing patterns are typically invoked as a means to generate repeated structurese.g., fields of spots or stripes. However, using a long-range morphogen gradient as input to a process that sets up a Turing pattern (e.g., expression of an activator or inhibitor), it is possible to trigger the formation of a single transition or peak at a specific location in space (Koch and Meinhardt, 1994) . Because such a self-organizing process is driven by diffusion (of information, if not always molecules), it will tend to average out spatial noise over a length scale related to the parameters of the process itself ( Figure 4C ). For some self-organizing processes-such as the patterns that result from Notch-Delta-mediated lateral inhibition-the precision of patterning can, apparently, even be improved by the addition of spatial and temporal noise (Cohen et al., 2010) .
The formation of veins during the pupal stage of fly wing development illustrates the idea of collaboration between long-range morphogens and local self-organization. Initially, the Dpp gradient in the larval wing disc establishes wing vein primordia relatively imprecisely. Later, the initiation within those primordia of a series of events involving short-range activation and longrange inhibition or depletion (utilizing Notch, Dpp, and EGF signaling) (Blair, 2007; Yan et al., 2009 ) results in the formation of narrow veins through the centers of those primordia. Evidence that a Turing process is involved comes from the analysis of mutations that broaden the vein primordia. In these cases, what is observed is not broader veins but extra veins in the same territory (Biehs et al., 1998) ; this is the expected result when the domain over which a Turing process is triggered becomes large compared to its intrinsic wavelength. Another situation in which a form of self-organization sharpens a domain initially specified broadly by Dpp occurs in the Drosophila embryo, where longrange Dpp transport toward the dorsal side of the embryo produces a broad peak of Dpp signaling, which in turn triggers a process that boosts Dpp signaling at short range but inhibits it at long range (Umulis et al., 2006; Wang and Ferguson, 2005) .
Tradeoffs between Self-Organization and BoundaryOrganized Control Patterns produced by self-organization are relatively insensitive to external positional cues. This insensitivity is a liability when the goal of patterning is to position new events in relation to the locations of earlier events, especially if that relationship needs to be adjustable through feedback. For example, the automatic scaling of Turing processes is not easy to achieve (see, e.g., Ishihara and Kaneko, 2006; Othmer and Pate, 1980; Umulis et al., 2008) . For such purposes, long-range morphogen gradients do much better. In contrast, processes that self-organize in space counteract the effects of noise because they naturally average spatial information. In principle, development can reap the benefits of the scalability of long-range gradients and the noise reduction of self-organizing processes by linking the two together ( Figure 4C ). This works particularly well with Turing processes confined to small domains because under these conditions they are most sensitive to external positional information, such as boundary conditions. This suggests that some of the most prevalent uses of Turing processes in development may involve situations in which they aren't forming fields of spots and stripes. Certainly, the Turing process that sets up left-right patterning in vertebrates (creating a single boundary) fits this description (Nakamura et al., 2006) .
It remains to be seen how many developmental events involve collaborations between long-range morphogens and Turing processes. However, if we consider other locally self-organizing phenomena (e.g., cell-to-cell signaling networks established by Notch-Delta interactions, the planar cell polarity pathway, or Hippo signaling), it is easy to envision morphogenesis as the result of a continual back-and-forth between long-range signals and local events. Long-range signals preserve and flexibly control positional information but are easily degraded by noise, whereas local events are less flexible but remove noise and boost signal, acting much like boosters and repeaters in electrical power and wireless data transmission.
This viewpoint helps resolve a seeming paradox emerging out of the study of the Drosophila Bicoid gradient. On the one hand, it has been shown that the Bicoid gradient and its immediate interpretation by nuclei are remarkably precise relatively early in development (Gregor et al., 2007) . On the other hand, there is evidence that severe perturbations of the gradient-including ''flattening'' it by altering the location of bicoid mRNA in the embryo (Ochoa-Espinosa et al., 2009) or ''stirring'' it by unevenly heating the embryo (Lucchetta et al., 2008) -alter the positions of anteroposterior gene expression domains far less than predicted, suggesting that a great deal of precision arises through self-organization. Such self-organization can arise through the elaborate, cross-regulatory gene networks that exist among the cascade of genes whose expression is initially triggered by Bicoid (reviewed by Papatsenko, 2009 ). As first suggested over two decades ago (Edgar et al., 1989; Lacalli et al., 1988) and verified recently (Manu et al., 2009a) , gap gene cross-regulatory interactions create dynamic attractor states, the hallmark of self-organizing systems. Indeed, such self-organization seems to account for robustness of the Bicoid gradient to alterations in Bicoid level, at the same time producing a certain amount of scaling to embryo size (Manu et al., 2009b) . The question left unanswered by these studies is why, if the primary role of Bicoid is to activate a system that achieves much of its robustness through self-organization, is the Bicoid gradient as precise as it is? The reverse engineer will always respond to such a question by suggesting that there are additional performance objectives that we are failing to take into account. What those might be remains to be determined.
The notion of morphogen gradients as triggers of self-organization also squares well with recent studies of Hedgehog gradients in both invertebrates and vertebrates, and of retinoic acid gradients in the vertebrate hindbrain. In such systems, growing evidence suggests that cell fates are dictated primarily by the history and duration of morphogen exposure rather than simply the steady-state amount of morphogen (Dessaud et al., 2007 (Dessaud et al., , 2010 Maves and Kimmel, 2005) . In the vertebrate spinal cord, Sonic Hedgehog-induced fate switching depends upon crossregulatory interactions among transcription factors that, as with the gap genes of the Drosophila embryo, may be seen as producing a series of attractor states (Briscoe, 2009; Lek et al., 2010) . Such a system may be described as one that is self-organizing in time, with the morphogen gradient applying a spatial bias to the process. In the Drosophila wing disc, the Hedgehog gradient also uses a temporal mechanism to produce multiple borders of gene expression (Nahmad and Stathopoulos, 2009) . Clearly, the notion of what long-range morphogens do has come a long way since the early French flag models (Wolpert, 1969 (Wolpert, , 2011 .
Matching Growth to Pattern
It makes intuitive sense that changes in tissue size, which can result from nutritional or environmental variability, should give rise to compensatory changes in the elaboration of positional cues by morphogens. It is less obvious why the reverse should also be true: that quantitative changes in morphogen function cause marked changes in tissue growth. Yet virtually all known morphogens are growth regulators, and most are growth promoters. In many systems, growth is dependent upon the expression of the very same morphogens that establish pattern. The best studied examples come from the Drosophila wing disc, wherein both Dpp and Wg are important positive growth regulators (Baena-Lopez et al., 2009; Schwank and Basler, 2010) . Researchers have long focused on explaining the curious observation that cells in the part of the wing disc patterned by Dpp and Wg proliferate in a more or less uniform pattern, whereas the morphogens that are essential for driving that proliferation are distinctly graded in a central-to-peripheral fashion.
Recent studies suggest that the answer to this puzzle has to do with the way in which morphogens interact with the Fat/Hippo pathway. Among the most interesting effects are non-cell-autonomous: Yki activity and subsequent cell proliferation are highly induced in wing disc cells that express targets of morphogen signals (from either Dpp or Wg) at levels substantially higher or lower than those of their immediate neighbors (Rogulja et al., 2008; Zecca and Struhl, 2010) . In the case of Dpp, it has been proposed that this nonautonomous effect arises because graded Dpp signaling leads to graded expression of the Fat ligand Dachsous and its regulator Four-jointed, which in turn leads to asymmetry in Fat occupancy across each wing disc cell, the magnitude of which serves as an inhibitory input to the Hippo pathway (Rogulja et al., 2008) .
One consequence of this mechanism is that cells in the morphogen field receive signals to proliferate that are dependent upon the local slope of the morphogen gradient. For an exponentially declining gradient, which is a good approximation of the wing disc Dpp gradient, the slope, measured relative to morphogen concentration at each point, will be a constant, potentially explaining how such a gradient could drive spatially uniform proliferation.
The idea that the slope of a morphogen gradient could be useful in the control of proliferation is, in fact, a relatively old one, having been suggested by the phenomenon of intercalary regeneration. This refers to the tendency of some embryonic or adult structures to respond to surgical manipulations by growing selectively at the locations where cells that had previously been distant become juxtaposed. The hypothesis is that growth occurs whenever the slope of a gradient of positional information from one cell to another exceeds a threshold. This is, in effect, the reverse of scaling of pattern to size; it amounts to the scaling of size to pattern. Interestingly, recent studies show that intercalary regeneration in wing discs involves activation of Yki via regulation of the Hippo pathway (Grusche et al., 2010a; Halder and Johnson, 2011; Sun and Irvine, 2011) .
Such observations tempt speculation that there might be a single unifying principle-measuring and responding to the slope of graded positional information-underlying the role of the Hippo pathway in growth control. Unfortunately, this is almost certainly too simplistic. Dpp clearly affects Yki signaling through a combination of cell-autonomous effects (that depend upon Dpp level, not gradient slope) and nonautonomous ones (Rogulja et al., 2008; Schwank et al., 2011) . And although Dpp's effects on the expression of the Fat ligand Dachsous and its regulator Fourjointed can explain observed proliferative effects when cells are forced into contact with neighbors that differ greatly in their levels of Dpp response, it appears that the shapes of the endogenous gradients of Dachsous and Four-jointed in the wing disc are rather Dpp independent (Schwank et al., 2011) . Similarly, whereas early studies suggested that proliferative responses to neighbor-neighbor differences in Wg signaling (which induce Yki activity) (Zecca and Struhl, 2010) might be the primary means by which the Wg gradient drives growth (Baena-Lopez and Garcia-Bellido, 2006), later work showed that uniform, moderate levels of Wg are a potent stimulus for proliferation, and further that the slope of the Wg gradient is too shallow throughout most of the wing disc to elicit nonautonomous effects (Baena- Lopez et al., 2009 ). Adding to these observations, recent work by Schwank et al. (2011) indicates that Fat/Hippo signaling can be graded along the anteroposterior axis of the wing disc even when there is no apparent morphogen gradient in that direction. Although Schwank et al. suggest that Fat/Hippo and Dpp signaling are independent growth-control pathways that act in different domains of the disc, another explanation is that Hippo signaling integrates positional information that is coming from a source not yet accounted for in any current models.
That source could be mechanical force. As described earlier, there are strong suggestions that tension and compression within the wing disc epithelium play a role in growth control (Aegerter-Wilmsen et al., 2007 , 2010 Hufnagel et al., 2007) . Recent stress-birefringence measurements indicate the presence of a central-to-peripheral compression gradient in wing discs (Nienhaus et al., 2009) . Given the close connection between upstream components of the Hippo pathway and components of cell junctions and the cytoskeleton, it has been speculated that the Hippo pathway directly receives mechanical inputs (Grusche et al., 2010b) . Clearly, there is substantial need for experimental clarification of the role of mechanical events in Hippo pathway signaling.
On the other hand, that source could come from morphogen gradients themselves, through mechanisms related to their ability to trigger self-organizing processes at specific locations. As has been pointed out, the Wg target gene vestigial (vg), which seems to play a direct role in driving wing disc growth, displays autoactivation Struhl, 2007, 2010 ), yet vg also seems to be the target of short-range negative feedback, through an unknown mechanism (Piddini and Vincent, 2009) . Arguments based on mathematical modeling posit that such an arrangement creates a situation in which a steady-state balance between Vg-promoted growth, Vg-promoted vg expression, and Wg-dependent inhibition of vg expression is only achieved at a fixed tissue size (Zhu, 2011) . Because this recent work explored only a limited number of selected parameters, it remains to be seen whether this mechanism truly operates in wing discs. Nevertheless, it represents an elegant solution to the problem of achieving setpoint control of growth over a relatively long length scale.
It should be noted that the simultaneous existence of mechanisms to scale pattern to growth and growth to pattern could create-if such mechanisms were truly independent of each other-futile cycles, with each process continually driving the other. Clearly, these mechanisms cannot be independent, but how they are linked remains unclear. One intriguing possibility is that it involves cell-surface glypicans, such as Dally and Dallylike, which have been shown to be direct targets of Hippo pathway signaling (Rodriguez et al., 2008) . These molecules, and their mammalian orthologs, have been strongly implicated in both organ size control (Filmus and Capurro, 2008; Selleck, 1999; Takeo et al., 2005) and the regulation of patterning by morphogen gradients (e.g., Belenkaya et al., 2004; Franch-Marro et al., 2005; Galli et al., 2003; Han et al., 2004 Han et al., , 2005 Kreuger et al., 2004) .
Lessons and Implications
The remarkable regulation, canalization, robustness, and precision of embryonic development suggest that developing systems devote a considerable amount of cellular machinery to the explicit purpose of control. Through forward and reverse engineering, it has become possible to systematically explore some of the control challenges faced by developing embryos and link such challenges to enabling mechanisms. In true systems biology fashion, such work strives to explain the complexity of developmental mechanisms in terms of the coordinated functions of entire systems, and not just that of individual parts. The studies highlighted above provide general lessons for future research into control of morphogenesis and development. Three of the most salient lessons are described below.
(1) Performance Is Always Subject to Tradeoffs The engineering dictum that ''there's no free lunch'' makes the point that control always comes at a cost. Making a system robust in one way invariably makes it fragile in another (Doyle and Csete, 2007) . Tightly controlling cell number can hamper regeneration speed; controlling how robust morphogen gradients are to fluctuations in morphogen levels can affect how sensitive they are to noise; using spatially self-organizing processes to suppress the effects of noise can make spatial scaling more challenging. In general, the researcher who proposes that a particular mechanism fulfills a particular control function should consider how other types of performance are degraded as a result of such control.
Unfortunately, this is a standard not often met in the current literature, even in journals with a strong systems biology focus.
(2) Control Is Not Micromanagement It is easy to think that, in order for a system to be under tight control, every part of it must be controlled. Yet the strategy of integral feedback (Figure 3) shows that extremely tight control can be achieved merely by feeding back the right kind of signal at one point in a network into an earlier point. The intervening dynamics needn't be subject to any special regulation (even though it may appear that they are). For example, as long as there is any sort of feedback control on the renewal probabilities of stem cells, such cells can be wildly stochastic in their individual behaviors (e.g., Chang et al., 2008; Clayton et al., 2007; Gomes et al., 2011; Snippert et al., 2010) yet still give us the impression that they ''know'' precisely what they are doing. Failure to recognize that tightly controlled systems can include uncontrolled parts may well explain the discomfort that many biologists have long had with random processes, such as stochastic cell-fate switches , and the idea that mere diffusion creates morphogen gradients. Recent assertions that diffusion is ''too messy'' (i.e., too hard to control) to get the job done (Wolpert, 2009 (Wolpert, , 2011 indicate that confusion between micromanagement and control is very much alive in biology. In fact, because control always comes at a price, systems that achieve it without micromanaging are often better off. (3) Phenotype Is Not Performance Experimental genetics has become an indispensible tool of developmental biology because it enables us to infer causal connections between mechanisms (gene activity) and observations (phenotypes). Impressed with the intricate beauty of the networks that such approaches construct, it is easy to lose sight of the fact that what evolution selects for is not phenotype per se but performance, the ability of phenotype to do something useful. Too often, the phenomena we choose to investigate are selected for study based on criteria that may be only obliquely related to actual importance to the organism. For example, the high precision of the Drosophila Bicoid gradient is fascinating to us, but we still don't know how much it matters to the fly. In the wing disc, numerous studies have focused on explaining how spatially graded morphogens drive spatially uniform growth, when we actually have no evidence that the uniformity of growth is itself particularly important. From a traditional molecular biology standpoint, these are not serious problems because investigating these phenomena will likely still lead us to new mechanisms. But for the systems biologist, who seeks to use notions of design and performance to place mechanisms into context, there is a real need to get a systematic handle on what is phenomenon and what is epiphenomenon. Luckily, this is just what the tools of forward and reverse engineering provide. As our knowledge of the mechanistic complexity of developmental regulation grows, we can expect to see such approaches playing an ever-greater role in making sense of it all.
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